VIDEO CARDS COMPATIBLE WITH GOLDEN TEE LIVE

- **ZOTAC GTX 1050 2GB 128BIT GDDR5 MODEL ZT-P10500A-10L P/N 288-2N454-000Z8**
  Minimum Software Requirements: Golden Tee GOLF/LIVE 2018 13.04.06 & higher the version must end in an even number. GTG/LIVE 2017 12.04.06 GTG/LIVE 2016 11.04.11 (Incredible Technologies part number: 900001050)

- **Zotac 750Ti Model GTX750Ti 2GB 128BIT GDDR5 (Part Number 288-1N346-130Z8)**

The video cards listed below have previously been used to manufacture Golden Tee LIVE and they are still compatible with the latest versions of Golden Tee LIVE. They are no longer available for purchase from Incredible Technologies.

- Zotac 740 Model 740 ZT-71001-10L GeForce GT 740 2GB GDDR5 (Part Number 288-6N346-030Z8)
  Minimum Software Requirements: Golden Tee LIVE 2015 10.04.03, GT LIVE 2014 9.04.08, GT LIVE 2013 8.05.09. (Incredible Technologies part number: 900000740R)

- Zotac 640 Model 640 ZT-60209-10L GeForce GT640 2GB GDDR5 (Part numbers 288-2N324-000Z8/288-2N324-000Z3)
  Requirements: Golden Tee LIVE 2014 and higher; software version 9.04.02 and higher. (Incredible Technologies part number: 900000640R)

- **ASUS 430 Model ENGT430 DC SL/DI/1GD3 (Part number 90-C1CQDO-LOUAN0BZ)**
  Requirements: Golden Tee LIVE 2010 or higher; software version 5.00.10 and higher. (Incredible Technologies part number: 900200430R)

- Zotac 430 Model ZT-40601-20L GeForce GT 430 1 GB DDR3 (Part number 288-1N167-020ZT)
  Requirements: Golden Tee LIVE 2010 or higher; software version 5.00.10 and higher.

- Zotac 430 Model ZT-40606-20L GeForce GT 430 1 GB DDR3 (Part number 288-2N199-010ZT)
  Requirements: Golden Tee LIVE 2010 or higher; software version 5.00.10 and higher.

- **MSI 9500 Model GeForce 9500 GT 550MHz, 512MB GDDR2 (Part number N95GT-MD512Z)**
  Requirements: Golden Tee LIVE 2008 or higher; software version 3.00.12 and higher

- **MSI 7600 Model NX7600GS (Part number NX7600GS-TD256EH)**
  Requirements: Golden Tee LIVE 2005 or higher; software version 1.00.47 and higher.

- **BFG Technologies 6600 Model GeForce 6600GT (Part number BFGRT660GTOCX)**
  Requirements: Golden Tee LIVE 2005 or higher; software version 1.00.03 and higher.